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Abstract 13 

Several modeling studies reported elevated carbon emissions from historical land use change (LUC) by 14 

including bi-directional transitions at the sub-grid scale (termed gross land use change). This has 15 

implication on the estimation of so-called residual land CO2 sink over undisturbed lands. However, in 16 

most dynamic global vegetation models (DGVM), forests and/or other land use types are represented with 17 

a single sub-grid tile, without accounting for secondary lands that are often involved in shifting 18 

cultivation or wood harvest. As a result, land use change emissions (ELUC) are likely overestimated, 19 

because it is high-biomass mature forests instead of low-biomass secondary forests that are cleared. Here 20 

we investigated the effects of including sub-grid forest age dynamics in a DGVM on historical ELUC over 21 

1501–2005. We run two simulations, one with no forest age (Sageless) and the other with sub-grid 22 

secondary forests of different age classes whose demography is driven by historical land use change 23 

(Sage). Estimated global ELUC for 1501–2005 are 179 Pg C in Sage compared to 199 Pg C in Sageless. The 24 

lower emissions in Sage arise mainly from shifting cultivation in the tropics, being of 27 Pg C in Sage 25 

against 46 Pg C in Sageless. Estimated cumulative ELUC from wood harvest in the Sage simulation (31 Pg C) 26 

are however slightly higher than Sageless (27 Pg C), because secondary forests simulated in Sage are 27 

insufficient to meet the prescribed harvest area, leading to the harvest of old forests. This result depends 28 

on pre-defined forest clearing priority rules given a simulated portfolio of differently aged forests in the 29 

model. Our results highlight that although gross land use change as a former missing emission component 30 

is included by a growing number of DGVMs, its contribution to overall ELUC tends to be overestimated, 31 

unless low-biomass secondary forests are properly represented.  32 

 33 
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 35 

Nomenclature 36 

LUC : land use change 37 

ELUC : carbon emissions from land use change. Positive values indicate that LUC has a net effect of 38 

releasing carbon from vegetation to the atmosphere, while a negative value indicates the reverse, i.e., 39 

carbon is uptaken from the atmosphere to vegetation. 40 

ELUC process[, configuration] : carbon emissions from a certain LUC process (net transitions only, land turnover, 41 

wood harvest or all three processes combined) quantified by a specific model configuration (age or 42 

ageless, in which differently aged sub-grid land cohorts are, or are not explicitly represented, 43 

respectively). For instance, ELUC net, ageless indicates ELUC from net transitions only as simulated by model 44 

runs that do not explicitly represent sub-grid age dynamics, i.e., a single ageless mature patch is used to 45 

represent a land cover type; ELUC net, age indicates ELUC from the same process using a model configuration 46 

that explicitly represents differently aged land cohorts since their establishment. 47 

Sage: Model simulations that represents sub-grid secondary land cohorts since their establishment. 48 

Sageless: Model simulations that do not include sub-grid age dynamics, i.e., a single ageless mature patch is 49 

used to represent a land cover type. 50 

 51 

1 Introduction 52 

Historical land use change (LUC), such as the permanent establishment of agricultural land on forests, or 53 

shifting cultivation or wood harvest, has contributed significantly to the atmospheric CO2 increase, in 54 

particular since industrialization (Houghton, 2003; Le Quéré et al., 2016; Pongratz et al., 2009). Carbon 55 

emissions from land use change (ELUC) are often defined as a net effect of carbon release from newly 56 

disturbed lands, given that in most cases newly created lands have a lower carbon density than primary 57 

ecosystems (e.g., forest to cropland), and carbon uptake by some recovering ecosystems (e.g., cropland 58 

abandonment). As the high spatial heterogeneity of land conversions prohibits any direct measurement of 59 

global or regional ELUC, modeling turned out to be the only approach to its quantification (Gasser and 60 

Ciais, 2013; Hansis et al., 2015; Houghton, 1999, 2003; Piao et al., 2009). Methods to quantify ELUC 61 

could fall broadly into three categories, namely bookkeeping models (Gasser and Ciais, 2013; Hansis et 62 

al., 2015; Houghton, 2003), dynamic global vegetation models (Shevliakova et al., 2009; Stocker et al., 63 

2014; Wilkenskjeld et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2010), and fire-based estimates of deforestation fluxes (van 64 

der Werf et al., 2010). 65 

 66 

Despite a plethora of studies trying to quantify historical LUC emissions (Hansis et al., 2015; Houghton 67 

et al., 2012; Stocker et al., 2014; Wilkenskjeld et al., 2014), it remains the least constrained term in the 68 
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global carbon budget, estimated to be 1.0 Pg C yr-1 for the last decade with an uncertainty of 0.5 Pg C yr-1 69 

(Le Quéré et al., 2016). The large spread of modeled LUC emissions (e.g., Fig. 1 in Houghton et al., 70 

2012) arises from a wide range of factors, including terminological inconsistencies (Pongratz et al., 2014; 71 

Stocker and Joos, 2015), different approaches to implement LUC processes in models (e.g., net LUC as a 72 

net change between two consecutive snapshots of land cover maps, versus gross LUC in which sub-grid 73 

bi-directional transitions between two land cover types is accounted for, see discussions in Prestele et al., 74 

2016); whether agricultural land is converted from former forested land or grassland, see discussions in 75 

Peng et al., 2017), different model processes (e.g., with nitrogen cycle or not, see discussions in Jain et 76 

al., 2013) or different initial carbon pools prior to LUC activities (Li et al., 2017).  77 

 78 

When including sub-grid scale bi-directional gross land use changes such as shifting cultivation or other 79 

forms of land turnover processes, models are found to yield higher estimates of ELUC for 1850-2005 80 

ranging 2-38% depending on different models and assumptions than accounting for net transitions only. 81 

Wood harvest, although it does not change the underlying land cover type, can also lead to additional 82 

carbon emissions due to the fast carbon release from recently harvested forests and slow uptake from re-83 

growing ones (Shevliakova et al., 2009; Stocker et al., 2014). Recently, both gross land use change and 84 

forest wood harvest have been included in some of the bookkeeping models (Hansis et al., 2015; 85 

Houghton, 2003) and in dynamic global vegetation models as well (Shevliakova et al., 2009; Stocker et 86 

al., 2014). But their inclusion remain a task to do for many other DGVMs: for instance, none of the 87 

vegetation models used in the Global Carbon Project (GCP) annual budget has included shifting 88 

cultivation and only a few included wood harvest (Le Quéré et al., 2016). 89 

 90 

While replacing forest with cropland or pasture typically leads to carbon release, forest restoration and 91 

abandonment of previously cultivated land or afforestation typically sequester carbon in growing biomass 92 

stocks. Some recent studies, both at site (Poorter et al., 2016) and regional scales (Chazdon et al., 2016), 93 

show that secondary forests currently recovering from historical land use change have are contributing to 94 

terrestrial carbon uptake, and that the carbon stored per unit land sometimes exceeds that of the original 95 

primary forest (Poorter et al., 2016). While explicit representing secondary land cohorts with different 96 

time lengths since the last disturbance is relatively straightforward in bookkeeping models thanks to their 97 

light demand in computation (Hansis et al., 2015), it remains rarely implemented for large-scale 98 

vegetation models (exceptions are Shevliakova et al., 2009; Stocker et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2010) with 99 

only a single group of secondary land being implemented in the latter two cases). Instead, forest or other 100 

land cover types are, in most cases, represented as a single mature ageless patch in each grid cell. This 101 

tends to overestimate carbon emissions from shifting cultivation or wood harvest, in case a stable rotation 102 
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cycle is established in these practices and low-biomass secondary forest is targeted for clearance, as 103 

shown in (Yue et al., 2017). 104 

 105 

In this study, we quantify global and regional carbon emissions from historical gross land use change 106 

since 1501 using a global vegetation model ORCHIDEE (ORganizing Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic 107 

EcosystEms) that has recently incorporated the representation of sub-grid secondary land cohorts of 108 

different age classes. Our objectives are: 1) to quantify carbon emissions from historical gross land use 109 

change since 1501 and compare them with previous studies, and to examine the impacts on ELUC when 110 

considering sub-grid secondary land cohorts by using parallel model simulations with and without sub-111 

grid secondary land cohorts. 2) Examine contributions to ELUC from different LUC processes (i.e., net 112 

transitions only, shifting cultivation or land turnover, and wood harvest) and how they differ between the 113 

two model configurations with and without secondary land cohorts. 114 

 115 

2 Methods 116 

2.1 ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC model and the implemented gross land use change processes 117 

ORCHIDEE (Krinner et al., 2005) is a dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM) and the land surface 118 

component of the IPSL Earth System Model (ESM). It comprises three sub-models operating on different 119 

time steps. SECHIBA operates on half-hourly time step and simulates fast exchanges in energy, water and 120 

momentum between vegetation and the atmosphere. STOMATE operates on daily time step and simulates 121 

vegetation carbon cycle processes including photosynthate allocation, plant phenology, vegetation 122 

mortality and recruitment. The third sub-model contains various modules about different processes on 123 

varying time steps, such as vegetation dynamics (daily), fire disturbance (daily), and land use change 124 

(annual time step).  125 

 126 

The land use change module originally contained in ORCHIDEE was developed in Piao et al. (2009) 127 

where only net transitions are taken into account. Recently, gross land use change and explicit 128 

representation of differently aged sub-grid land cohorts have been developed in a branch of ORCHIDEE 129 

model known as ORCHIDEE-MICT (Guimberteau et al., 2017). This model will be henceforth referred to 130 

as ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC (Yue et al., 2017). Idealized site-scale simulations with this model have 131 

shown that estimated carbon emissions from shifting cultivation and wood harvest are reduced by 132 

explicitly including sub-grid age dynamics, in comparison with an alternative approach to representing 133 

land cover types with a single ageless patch. This is because the secondary forests that are cleared in a 134 

rotational practice of shifting cultivation or forestry (wood harvest) have lower biomass than the forests in 135 

the ageless parameterization, which have carbon stocks close to mature forests. Yue et al. (2017) provide 136 
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details on the processes involved in explaining differences in ELUC regarding whether forest age is 137 

considered or not. 138 

 139 

The gross land use change module in ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC operates on an annual time step. For the 140 

very first year of the simulation, an initial land cover map (represented as a map of plant function types or 141 

PFTs) is prescribed. Land cover maps of following years are updated annually using land use transition 142 

matrices corresponding to LUC processes. Land use transitions among four vegetated land cover types are 143 

included: forest, natural grassland, pasture and cropland. The model separates overall LUC into three 144 

additive sub-processes in order to diagnose their individual contributions to ELUC, namely net land use 145 

change equivalent to the original approach that considers net transitions only, land turnover equivalent to 146 

shifting cultivation, and wood harvest. Matrices for net land use change and land turnover ([Xi,j]) take the 147 

form of 4 rows by 4 columns, with Xi,j indicating the land transition from vegetation type i to j. The 148 

matrix for wood harvest has only two elements, indicating ground fractions of forest subject to harvest 149 

from primary and secondary forests, respectively. The current model version assumes that bare land 150 

fraction remains constant throughout the entire simulation.  151 

 152 

As is mentioned above, ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC is capable of representing sub-grid secondary even-153 

aged land cohorts (named age classes), expressed to have different time lengths since their establishment. 154 

Differentiation of age classes applies on all vegetation types in the model. The number of age classes for 155 

each PFT can be customized via a configuration file. Age classes for forest PFTs are distinguished in 156 

terms of woody biomass, while those for herbaceous PFTs are defined using soil carbon stock. Newly 157 

transitioned land is assigned to the youngest age class. Forest cohorts will move to the next age class 158 

when their woody biomass exceeds the threshold during forest growth. For herbaceous PFTs, younger age 159 

classes are parameterized to have a smaller soil carbon stock, to reflect the typical case where soil carbon 160 

degrades when croplands are created from forests (e.g., Don et al., 2011; Poeplau et al., 2011). Hence 161 

with the degradation of legacy soil carbon stock, herbaceous cohorts will move into next age class. 162 

 163 

 To simulate land use change when taking into account sub-grid land cohorts, a set of priority rules 164 

become necessary regarding which land cohorts to target given a specific LUC type, and how to allocate 165 

LUC area into different PFTs of the same age class. For net land use change, clearing of forests 166 

exclusively starts from the oldest cohorts and then moves onto younger ones until the youngest ones. For 167 

shifting cultivation or land turnover, forest clearing starts from a pre-defined middle-aged class, and then 168 

moves onto older ones if this starting age class is used up, until the oldest ones. This is to accommodate 169 

the assumption used in the LUC forcing data that shifting cultivation has a certain residence time (see the 170 
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next section), so that secondary forests are given a high priority to be cleared for agricultural land, and 171 

older forests will be cleared when even more agricultural lands are needed. Forest wood harvest follows 172 

the same rule as shifting cultivation regarding on which forest cohorts to clear. Finally, for all other land 173 

cover types that are used as a source for conversion, we start from the oldest age class and move 174 

sequentially to younger ones, in order to meet the prescribed LUC area in the forcing data. After the LUC 175 

area is allocated on the cohort (age class) level, it is then distributed among different PFTs in proportion 176 

to their existing areas in this cohort. 177 

 178 

In order to compare the simulated LUC impacts with and without sub-grid secondary land cohorts, 179 

ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC can be run in a way that each PFT has only one single age class. This is 180 

equivalent to the alternative approach by which no sub-grid land cohorts are simulated, i.e., the traditional 181 

approach with a single ageless patch for each vegetation type. For more information on the rationale and 182 

details of LUC implementation in ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC, readers are referred to Yue et al. (2017). 183 

 184 

2.2 Preparation of forcing land use change matrices 185 

For historical land use transitions, the land use harmonized data set version 1 (LUH1) for the CMIP5 186 

project was used (Hurtt et al., 2011, http://luh.umd.edu/data.shtml#LUH1_Data). We used the version of 187 

LUH1 data without urban land as ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC does not simulate the effects of urban 188 

lands.The original data set is at 0.5° spatial resolution with an annual time step covering 1500-2005. Four 189 

land use types are included: primary natural land, secondary natural land, pasture and cropland. The type 190 

of “natural land” implicitly consists of grassland and forest (which are separated in ORCHIDEE-MICT-191 

GLUC) but their relative fractions are not separated.  In LUH1, land use transitions from either primary or 192 

secondary natural land to pasture or cropland are provided, and vice versa. Secondary natural lands 193 

originated from pasture or cropland abandonment. Besides, land use transitions between pasture and 194 

cropland are provided as well. Harvested wood comes either from primary or secondary forest, with 195 

ground area fractions that are harvested being available. Note that this does not contradict with the fact 196 

that forest and grassland fractions are not separated within the land use type of “natural land”, because 197 

forests are defined as natural lands with a certain biomass carbon, which is further simulated by a 198 

terrestrial model (Hurtt et al., 2006). 199 

 200 

Rather than the simple terrestrial model (Miami-LU) used in Hurtt et al. (2011) to separate natural 201 

vegetation into forested and non-forest land, ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC distinguishes 8 forest PFTs, 2 202 

natural grassland PFTs, 2 cropland PFTs (Krinner et al., 2005) and 2 additional pasture PFTs. Thus, to 203 

use LUH1 historical LUC transition reconstructions as a forcing input, assumptions have to be made to 204 
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disaggregate LUH1 land use types into corresponding PFTs in the model. For this purpose, we used an 205 

ORCHIDEE-compatible PFT map generated from the European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change 206 

Initiative (CCI) land cover map covering a 5-year period of 2003-2007 (European Space Agency, 2014), 207 

assuming that it corresponds to the land use distribution for 2005 by the LUH1 data. Subsequently, we 208 

backcast historical PFT map time series for 1500-2004 based on this 2005 PFT map using LUH1 209 

historical net land use transitions as a constraint. Because land turnover involves an equal, bi-directional 210 

land transition between two land cover types, it does not lead to any net change in the PFT map. 211 

Therefore, only net transition information is needed when backcasting historical PFT maps.  212 

The guiding principle of backcasting is that when ORCHIDEE is forced by historical net land cover 213 

matrices (as constrained by the LUH1 data) starting from the year 1500, it should reach exactly the PFT 214 

map in 2005 based on ESA CCI land cover map. To separate land use transitions in LUH1 into processes 215 

of net land use change and land turnover, we simply treat the minimum reverse fluxes between two land 216 

use types as the land turnover, and the remaining as net land use change. During the backcasting process, 217 

reconciliations have to be made where LUH1 data disagrees with the ESA map at the grid cell scale.  218 

 219 

When backcasting historical PFT map time series using net land use change matrices, we assume that 220 

when pasture or cropland is created, they come from an equal share of forest and grassland; when their 221 

fractions decrease, cropland abandonment leads first to forest recovery and then followed by grassland, 222 

while pasture abandonment leads to an equal share of forest and natural grassland expansion. For each 223 

year, the land turnover transition between two land use types is not allowed to exceed the minimum of 224 

their existing areas. Spatially resolved forest harvest time series are provided in LUH1. We built the wood 225 

harvest matrices by limiting wood harvest area within the total area of forest PFTs over each grid cell for 226 

each year. For more details on PFT map backcasting and the construction of land use transition matrices, 227 

readers are referred to the Supplement Material.  228 

 229 

The construction of historical PFT maps and land transition matrices was done at 2° resolution for the 230 

whole globe, after re-sampling all input data from their original resolution to 2°. The reconstructed global 231 

forest area agrees with that by Peng et al. (2017), who has backcast historical ORCHIDEE PFT map 232 

series using the same ESA CCI 2005 PFT map and historical pasture and crop distributions from LUH1 233 

but not the LUH1 land use transitions, with historical forest areas in the nine regions of the globe being 234 

constrained by data in Houghton (2003) based on national forest area statistics. The land turnover 235 

transitions between secondary land (forest and grassland) and cropland (or pasture) from the matrices 236 

defined above are slightly smaller than originally prescribed in LUH1, because some of the prescribed 237 

transitions are ignored due to the inconsistency between LUH1 map in 2005 and the 2005 PFT map based 238 
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on ESA CCI land cover map (See Supplement Material for detailed comparison). Note that shifting 239 

cultivation (land turnover) is limited within the tropical regions as in LUH1, and the land turnover 240 

resulting from the upscaling of 0.5° to 2° is not included. 241 

 242 

2.3 Simulation protocol 243 

2.3.1 Separate contributions of different land use change processes 244 

The PFT map of year 1500 as generated from the backcasting procedure (see the previous section) was 245 

used during the model spin-up. Climate data used were CRUNCEP v5.3.2 climate forcing at 2° resolution 246 

covering 1901-2013 (https://vesg.ipsl.upmc.fr/thredds/fileServer/store/p529viov/cruncep/readme.html). 247 

For the spin-up, climate data were cycled from 1901 to 1910, with atmospheric CO2 concentration being 248 

fixed at the 1750 level (277 ppm). Following LUH1 (Hurtt et al., 2011), we assume that no land use 249 

change occurs during the model spin-up. The spin-up lasts for 450 years and includes a specific 250 

accelerated soil carbon module to speed up the equilibrium of soil carbon stock. Fires and fire carbon 251 

emissions are simulated with a prognostic fire module (Yue et al., 2014), with fire occurring only on 252 

forests and natural grasslands. Simulated net land-atmosphere carbon flux is calculated as net biome 253 

production (NBP): 254 

 255 

NBP = NPP - FInst - FWood - FHR - FFire - FAH - Fpasture                      Eq (1) 256 

 257 

Where NPP is the net primary production. All fluxes starting with “F” are outward fluxes (i.e., carbon 258 

source from the ecosystem perspective), with FInst being instantaneous carbon fluxes lost during LUC 259 

(e.g., site preparation, deforestation fires etc.), FWood for delayed carbon emissions from the degradation of 260 

harvested wood product pools, FHR for soil respiration, FAH for carbon emissions from agricultural 261 

harvest, including harvest from croplands and pastures (treated as a carbon source for the year of harvest 262 

equaling the harvested biomass; this source is assumed to occur on the grid cell harvested, ignoring the 263 

transport, processing and final consumption of agricultural yield), and Fpasture for additional non-harvest 264 

carbon sources from pastures including export of animal milk and methane emissions. Carbon emissions 265 

from land use change (ELUC) are quantified as the differences in NBP between simulations without and 266 

with LUC, with positive values representing carbon sources (i.e., LUC emissions). We conducted a set of 267 

additive factorial simulations by including matrices of different LUC processes in each simulation (Table 268 

1), which allow quantifying ELUC from different LUC processes. Henceforth for briefness, we denote the 269 

simulation without sub-grid age class dynamics as Sageless, simulation with sub-grid age dynamics as Sage. 270 

 271 

2.3.2 Define thresholds for age classes 272 
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For the simulation with age dynamics (Sage), six age classes are used for forest PFTs and two age classes 273 

for other PFTs. As explained, age classes of forest PFTs are separated in terms of woody biomass. The 274 

LUH1 data assumes a 15-year residence time for agricultural land in shifting cultivation in tropical 275 

regions. Ideally, model parameterization of woody biomass thresholds should allow corresponding forest 276 

age being inferred, so that clearing of forest age class in the model could match that in the LUH1 data set. 277 

For this purpose, we fit a woody biomass-age curve for each forest PFT using the model data from the 278 

spin-up: 279 

 280 

B = Bmax × [1 - exp(-k × age)]                                          Eq (2) 281 

 282 

where Bmax is the asymptotic maximum woody biomass; k represents the biomass turnover rate. The 283 

curve-fitting used PFT-specific woody biomass time series during spin-up by averaging all grid cells 284 

across the globe. The ratios of thresholds of each age class to the maximum biomass (Bmax) are looked up 285 

from this curve, based on their corresponding forest age (Table 2). Next, these ratios are multiplied with 286 

the equilibrium woody biomass at each grid cell, to derive a spatial map of thresholds in woody biomass. 287 

We set the corresponding age for the 3rd oldest age class for tropical forests as 15 years, in line with the 288 

residence time of shifting cultivation assumed in LUH1. Considering that temperate and boreal forests 289 

grow slower than tropical ones, forest ages corresponding to the 3rd age classes are set as 20 and 30 years 290 

for temperate and boreal forests, respectively. 291 

 292 

We used two age classes for each herbaceous PFT including natural grassland, cropland and pasture, 293 

representing high versus low soil carbon densities, respectively. The energy balance in ORCHIDEE-294 

MICT-GLUC is resolved over the whole grid cell, and the hydrological balance is calculated over sub-295 

grid soil tiles (bare soil, forest and herbs) rather than over each PFT. We thus expect the factors 296 

influencing soil carbon decomposition (i.e., soil temperature, soil moisture) to have little difference 297 

between different age classes of the same PFTs. This justifies the small number of age classes for 298 

herbaceous PFTs selected here as it can maximize computing efficiency.  299 

 300 

In Sage simulations, clearing of forest in the process of land turnover starts from the 3rd oldest age class 301 

(Age3, corresponding to 15 year-old forest in tropics), and forest clearing for wood harvest starts from the 302 

2nd oldest age class (Age2). Wood product pools resulting from net land use change and land turnover, 303 

and those from wood harvest are tracked separately in the model. However, land patches created from 304 

different LUC activities are not tracked individually, e.g., young forests re-established from land turnover 305 

and wood harvest are merged together. In this approach, it is not possible to attribute the carbon fluxes 306 
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into exact LUC processes, which explains why factorial simulations are needed to attribute contributions 307 

from different LUC processes. Within the model, wood harvest module is executed before the modules of 308 

net land use change and land turnover. This is reasonable as a forest might be harvested prior to being 309 

converted to agricultural land. Last, we turned off the dynamic vegetation module as allowing dynamic 310 

vegetation and backcasting historical land cover maps using prescribed land transitions are internally 311 

inconsistent. 312 

 313 

3 Results 314 

3.1 Global carbon emissions with and without sub-grid age dynamics 315 

Simulated ELUC for 1501-2005 for different LUC processes and model configurations are shown in Fig. 1. 316 

The model simulates a cumulative ELUC net of 123.7 and 118.0 Pg C for 1501-2005, for cases of without 317 

and with sub-grid age dynamics, respectively. Including land turnover and wood harvest yields additional 318 

carbon emissions in both cases, with ELUC turnover as 45.4 Pg C and ELUC harvest as 27.4 Pg C in Sageless. 319 

Accounting for age dynamics, in contrast, generates a lower ELUC turnover of 27.3 Pg C, or 40% lower than 320 

that obtained by the Sageless simulation. ELUC harvest for Sage equals to 30.8 Pg C and is slightly higher than in 321 

Sageless. 322 

 323 

We also compared the simulated global carbon balance with the annual updates by Le Quéré et al. (2016). 324 

Simulated ELUC all for 1959-2005 are 73.1 and 64.3 Pg C for Sageless and Sage simulations, respectively, with 325 

the carbon sinks when not accounting for land use change (i.e., NBP simulated by S0 simulations) as 326 

118.0 and 119.2 Pg C. For comparison, Le Quéré et al. (2016) reported the cumulative carbon emissions 327 

from land use change for 1959-2005 as 66.4 Pg C and a residual carbon sink (i.e., residual term between 328 

anthropogenic fossil and land use emissions and the sum of atmospheric carbon growth and ocean carbon 329 

stock increase, equivalent to the land sink without any LUC) of 89.2 Pg C. Our estimated ELUC are close 330 

to Le Quéré et al. (2016), however simulated carbon sinks without any LUC are much higher.  331 

 332 

Figure 2 shows the time series of simulated ELUC, all from all LUC processes (net land use change + land 333 

turnover + wood harvest) in comparison with previous studies. Simulated ELUC from each individual LUC 334 

process and corresponding time series of LUC areas are shown in Fig. 3. All estimations show a gradual 335 

increase of ELUC starting from the early 18th century with a peak of 1.5–3.5 Pg C yr-1 around the 1950s, 336 

followed by a slight decrease during 1970s and 1980s and then another peak appeared for 1990s. ELUC 337 

simulated by ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC is at the lower bound of all estimations until 1950s, but its 338 

second peak of emissions around 1990s (1.7–1.8 PgC yr-1) is a little higher than the first one (1.5 Pg C yr-339 
1). ELUC all, ageless remains slightly higher than ELUC all, age until ca. 1960, and after that the difference 340 
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increases to 0.25 Pg C yr-1. This two-peak pattern over time in ELUC all by ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC is 341 

mainly driven by ELUC net (Fig. 3a) which also shows two peaks around 1950s and 1990s, consistent with 342 

the peaks of land use change areas in the LUH1 forcing data (Fig. 3d). It should also be noted that as ELUC 343 

is quantified as the difference in NBP between two model simulations, its magnitude thus depend both on 344 

the magnitude of areas subject to LUC and the magnitude of carbon fluxes in the reference S0 345 

simulations, as driven by climate variability, atmospheric CO2, etc.  346 

 347 

Consistent with the idealized site-scale simulation in Yue et al. (2017), ELUC turnover, ageless is higher than 348 

ELUC turnvoer, age (Fig. 3b). Emissions from instantaneous fluxes and harvested wood product pool are lower 349 

in the Sage simulation than in Sage because in the former case low-biomass secondary forests are converted 350 

to agricultural land, as opposed to high-biomass mature forests in the latter one. The difference in ELUC 351 

turnover between the two simulations explains the higher ELUC all obtained by the Sageless simulation. On the 352 

other hand, ELUC net does not differ much between the two simulations (Fig. 3a), since in both cases it is 353 

mature forests that are converted, which have little difference in their biomass densities between Sageless 354 

and Sage. Both ELUC turnover, ageless and ELUC turnover, age roughly follow the temporal pattern of areas impacted 355 

by land turnover from LUH1 (Fig. 3e), with a steep increase starting from ca. 1900 until 1980, 356 

corresponding to a strong increase in the areas undergoing forest-pasture gross transitions, dominated by 357 

tropical regions. After 1980 the turnover-impacted area somewhat stabilizes and then shows a slight 358 

decrease. Accordingly, ELUC turnover, ageless shows only a corresponding slight decrease of emissions in Fig. 359 

3b, while ELUC turnover, age has a much bigger decrease, driven by the fact that recovering secondary forests 360 

gain carbon quickly after being taken out of shifting agriculture systems.  361 

 362 

Finally, ELUC harvest between Sage and Sageless simulations are almost identical until 1800 (Fig. 3), during 363 

which the wood harvest area remains stable (Fig. 3f). After this, ELUC harvest, ageless is lower than ELUC harvest, 364 

age for the 19th and most of the 20th century when ELUC harvest continued to rise, mainly driven by a rise in 365 

secondary forest harvest area (Fig. 3f). According to the priority rules of secondary forest harvest in Sage, 366 

older forests, until the oldest ones, will be harvested if existing young forest age classes are not sufficient 367 

to meet the prescribed harvest target. This most likely happens when harvested area continues to rise, 368 

simply because existing secondary forests as a legacy of historical land use change cannot meet the 369 

increasing demand. This exemplifies the potential inconsistencies between model structure and forcing 370 

data. In addition, under such a circumstance, old forests in Sage simulation tend to have higher biomass 371 

density than the ageless forests in Sageless, because in the former case these mature forests remain intact 372 

throughout the whole simulation, while in the latter case the ageless forests in Sageless have been 373 
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“degraded” due to historical LUC activities. This explains the slightly higher ELUC harvest in the Sage 374 

simulation. 375 

 376 

3.2 Spatial distribution of land use change emissions  377 

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of cumulative ELUC for 1501–2005 from different LUC processes 378 

in the Sageless simulations (Fig. 4a–c), the difference in ELUC between Sage and Sageless simulations (Fig. 4d–379 

f), corresponding net forest area change (Fig. 4g) and areas subject to land turnover (Fig. 4h) and wood 380 

harvest (Fig. 4i). The spatial pattern of ELUC net generally resembles that of forest area loss, with large 381 

areas of forests being cleared and corresponding high ELUC net in eastern North America, South America 382 

and Africa, southern and eastern Asia, and in central Eurasia (Fig. 4a, Fig. 4g). Central and Eastern 383 

Europe show some increases in forest area but carbon emissions from net land use change persists, 384 

probably because forest recovery happened in recent times and carbon accumulation in recovering forests 385 

is not yet big enough to compensate for historical loss (e.g., see Fig. 6f). Depending on different regions, 386 

ELUC net, age is slightly higher (e.g., along the boreal forest belt in central Europe and Asia, woodland 387 

savanna in South America) or lower (e.g., part of Africa and Australia) than ELUC net, ageless (Fig. 4d). This 388 

difference between Sage and Sageless is in general of rather low magnitude (<0.5 kg C m-2 over 1501-2005). 389 

It mainly depends on the age classes of forests to be cleared in the Sage simulation and how the forest 390 

biomass density compares with that from Sageless simulation and whether biomass density of the single 391 

ageless mature patch is diluted or not with establishment of young forests. 392 

 393 

In the LUH1 data set, shifting cultivation (land turnover here) is limited to the tropical region (Fig. 4h), as 394 

in the original LUH1 forcing data. Tropical Africa is the region with most of the turnover activities, and 395 

consequently has highest ELUC turnover. Note the peripheral of Amazon basin also show active shifting 396 

cultivations and resulting carbon emissions (Fig. 4b, Fig. 4h). ELUC turnover, age is in general lower than ELUC 397 

tunrnover, ageless everywhere except at the northern fringe of northern African woodland savanna (Fig. 4e). 398 

Last, wood harvest mainly occurs in temperate and boreal forest in Northern Hemisphere (Europe and 399 

central Siberia, eastern North America and southern and eastern Asia) and tropical forests including those 400 

of Amazon forest, in central Africa and tropical Asia, with corresponding carbon emissions (Fig. 4c, Fig. 401 

4i). ELUC harvest, age is a higher source than ELUC harvest, ageless for most of the harvested regions, which mainly 402 

results from the model feature as explained above.  403 

 404 

3.3 Simulated regional LUC emissions 405 

Estimated carbon emissions since 1900 from different regions are shown in Fig. 5, with emissions from 406 

each LUC source for Sageless simulation being shown in Fig. S7. The corresponding areas subject to the 407 
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three LUC processes with forests being mainly involved are shown in Fig. 6. We also compared our 408 

estimations by Stocker et al. (2014), where the LUC emissions are simulated with a different vegetation 409 

model (LPX-Bern) but contributions of each individual LUC process is quantified with a similar approach 410 

as ours. Both studies are forced by the LUH1 data set, although actual areas undergoing different land use 411 

change activities may slightly differ because of different LUC implementation strategies. As shown in 412 

Fig. 6, in spite of incessant episodic forest gains, for most time in most regions, historical net forest 413 

change was dominated by forest loss, except for the latter half of the 20th century in Western Europe, 414 

Former Soviet Union (FSU), and for the time period after 1970 in Pacific Developed Region. Meanwhile, 415 

land turnover and wood harvest persisted for most regions, although their magnitudes varied over time. 416 

While forest gain can lead to carbon uptake, it could be outweighed by emissions from simultaneous 417 

forest loss (note here both forest loss and gain occurred as a result of net land use change within the same 418 

region but not within the same grid cell), land turnover and wood harvest. Thus it is not surprising that for 419 

most regions and most time, LUC impacts on carbon cycle are diagnosed as emissions, except for the 420 

latter half the 20th century for Former Soviet Union (Fig. 5). 421 

 422 

The two estimations of LUC emissions from our study and Stocker et al. (2014) are in general agreement 423 

for most of the regions, including their temporal variations. Emissions globally are dominated by Central 424 

and South America and Africa & Middle East. Emissions increased in both regions since 1900, and a 425 

peak of emissions occurred around the middle of the 20th century in Africa and around 1980 in Central 426 

and South America (Fig. 5a, 5c). Emissions in Stocker et al. (2014) show similar temporal variations for 427 

these two regions as in our study. The peak of emissions in Africa & Middle East around 1950 is clearly 428 

dominated by a peak of forest loss due to net land use change (red line in Fig. 6c), and a surge of forest 429 

loss due to land turnover that has accelerated between 1940 and 1960 (green line in Fig. 6c). After that 430 

emissions decreased slightly, mainly due to the stabilized land turnover activities and a drop in area of net 431 

land use change. Then the emissions slightly increased again around 1980s, due to an increase in forest 432 

loss of net land use change (red line in Fig. 6c) and wood harvest (cyan line in Fig. 6c).  In contrast, even 433 

with a similar peak of forest loss due to net land use change in Central and South America as in Africa & 434 

Middle East, as shown in Fig. 6a (red line), emissions in the former region continued to increase until 435 

1980s (Fig. 5a), mainly due to continuous growing of forest losses resulting from land turnover (green 436 

line in Fig. 6a).  437 

 438 

Both South & Southeast Asia and China Region showed steady increase in emissions up to c.a. 1990s 439 

(Fig. 5b, 5e). In the former case, this is likely driven by continuous growing land turnover and wood 440 

harvest; in the latter case, it is more likely driven by growing net forest loss (Fig. 6b, 6e). The peak in 441 
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emissions around 1990s in China Region echoes a peak in net forest loss (red line in Fig. 6e). Stocker et 442 

al. (2014) shows slightly higher emissions than our estimates for South & Southeast Asia, and lower 443 

magnitude in China Region, but with similar temporal patterns in both regions. For the three regions 444 

where land turnover activities are included in the LUH1 data set (i.e., Central and South America, South 445 

& Southeast Asia, and Africa & Middle East), there are some periods during which ELUC ageless is clearly 446 

higher than ELUC age. These mainly correspond to the time when land turnover area either showed 447 

decelerated growth or stabilized, being roughly after 1970 in Central and South America (Fig. 5a), after 448 

1980 in South & Southeast Asia (Fig. 5b), and 1965-1985 in Africa & Middle East (Fig. 5c).  449 

 450 

North America shows most clearly the legacy impact of past LUC activities on LUC emissions. For the 451 

period 1900–1940, carbon emissions in North America gradually decreased even though areas subject to 452 

forest loss and wood harvest showed slight increases (Fig. 5d, Fig. 6d). This is likely due to the year 1900 453 

is preceded by a peak of net forest loss, which yielded a high emission legacy for the several beginning 454 

decades in the 20th century. LUC emissions and sinks in Europe and Pacific Developed Region are of 455 

very small magnitudes, despite a high forest wood harvest area in Europe. This is because in general ELUC 456 

harvest is small compared to ELUC net, probably due to the biomass accumulation in re-growing forest (Fig. 457 

S7). The carbon sink brought about by net forest gain is the most prominent in Former Soviet Union (blue 458 

line in Fig. 6g), where a peak of forest gain around 1950s lead to a sustained sink of ~0.1 PgC yr-1 for the 459 

latter half of the 20th century (Fig. 5g), however, concurrent sink is not seen in Stocker et al. (2014).   460 

 461 

4 Discussion 462 

4.1 Impacts on estimated ELUC by including gross land use change and sub-grid secondary forests 463 

The significant advancement in this study in comparison with previous works, as far as we know, is the 464 

explicit inclusion of differently aged sub-grid secondary land cohorts in DGVMs. Although secondary 465 

lands have been represented in some DGVMs in previous studies (Shevliakova et al., 2009; Stocker et al., 466 

2014; Yang et al., 2010), here we incorporated the concept of rotation cycle. This is particularly important 467 

in simulating the carbon cycle impacts of gross land use change, such as wood harvest and shifting 468 

cultivation. Because secondary lands, especially young re-growing forests, have lower biomass carbon 469 

stock than mature forests when they stay in rotation cycle of either shifting cultivation or forestry 470 

management (e.g., wood harvest). Consequently, related land use change emissions are lower than 471 

otherwise modeled without sub-grid age dynamics, which is equivalent to clearing of mature forests. Our 472 

results demonstrate that by explicitly including secondary forest cohorts, estimated carbon emissions from 473 

shifting cultivation for 1501–2005 are reduced from 45.4 Pg C to 27.4 Pg C, or 40% lower with age 474 

dynamics than without. 475 
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 476 

Table 3 summarized estimations of ELUC from different studies by including both net transitions and gross 477 

land use change, and the contributions to total emissions by including gross transitions. All studies show 478 

that including gross land use change increased estimated carbon emissions. Stocker et al. (2014) reported 479 

that gross change contributed 15% to total emissions, whereas Wilkenskjeld et al. (2014) reported a much 480 

higher contribution of 38%. Hansis et al. (2015) by using a bookkeeping model, reported a 22–24% 481 

contribution from gross change if cleared lands are primarily from primary lands, in contrast to a small 482 

contribution of only 2% if cleared lands are exclusively from secondary lands. For the Sageless simulation 483 

in the current study, the contribution from gross land use change to total emissions is 20%, falling in 484 

between Stocker et al. (2014) and others including the 28% contribution by gross change in the tropics 485 

reported by Houghton (2010). However, the simulation by including secondary land (i.e., Sage) gives a 486 

lower gross land use change contribution (15%) than Sageless. In general, the same model yields lower 487 

contribution of gross changes by converting dominantly secondary land versus primary land (our study 488 

and Hansis et al., 2015). Among different models/methods, the ones including secondary lands 489 

(Houghton, 2010; Stocker et al., 2014) tends to yield lower contribution of gross changes than those do 490 

not  (Wilkenskjeld et al., 2014). Although the exact percentage might differ depending on the amount of 491 

gross changes included, it seems that contributions from gross land use change are overestimated when 492 

ignoring sub-grid secondary lands. 493 

 494 

We also expected ELUC from wood harvest to be smaller when including secondary forests, for the same 495 

reason than shifting cultivation. However, we obtained a slightly higher ELUC harvest, age than ELUC havrvest, 496 

agelss, mainly because there are not enough secondary forests available for harvesting in Sage, so that mature 497 

forests with a higher biomass density than in Sageless are harvested according to the priority setting in the 498 

model, which leads to higher emissions. This model feature was designed to address potential 499 

inconsistencies between prescribed harvest area in the forcing data and (secondary) forest availability in 500 

the model, to ensure that ultimately realized harvest area in the model is as close as possible to the 501 

prescribed one. This is also due to the limitation that we implemented wood harvest based on input 502 

information on harvested area rather than on wood volume. In the future, this process should be modified 503 

so that harvested wood volume information is directly used in the model, to allow dynamic decision on 504 

whether an old forest or secondary forest should be harvested. 505 

 506 

4.2 Impacts on estimated emissions by initial biomass stock 507 

As shown in Fig. 2 and Table 3, our estimations of historical LUC emissions from both Sageless and Sage 508 

simulations are lower than other studies for most time of history (albeit close to Stocker et al. 2014 before 509 
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ca. 1860). We compared in Table S1 the cumulative ELUC for 1850-2005 by our studies and several 510 

previous studies. Our estimates (147 Pg C for ELUC age and 158 Pg C for ELUC ageless) are lower than the 511 

lower bound of other estimates (171 Pg C by Stocker et al. 2014). Estimations of Hansis et al. (2015) and 512 

Gasser and Ciais (2013) using Hurtt et al. (2006) data set give rather larger estimates than others, being 513 

261 and 294 Pg C, respectively. The median value of all previous estimates cited in Table S1 yields 210 514 

Pg C, still much higher than our estimates. 515 

 516 

The lower estimates of ELUC in our study are likely linked with underestimated global biomass carbon 517 

stock in ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC. The global biomass carbon stock simulated by our model at 1500 518 

prior to any land use change is 365 Pg C, and increases to 510 Pg C at 2005 in the S0 simulations (i.e., 519 

assuming no LUC activity). The simulated global biomass remains almost unchanged in the S3 520 

simulations where all three LUC processes are included. Avitabile et al. (2016) merged two tropical 521 

aboveground forest biomass data sets from Saatchi et al. (2011) and Baccini et al. (2012) with northern 522 

hemisphere volumetric forest stock growth data from Santoro et al. (2015). Their estimated global forest 523 

biomass for aboveground only is 505 Pg C. Our simulated contemporary global total biomass stock (i.e., 524 

from S3 simulations) is thus even lower than their estimate for aboveground biomass.  525 

 526 

Li et al. (2017) has identified emergent linear relationship between cumulative ELUC for 1901–2012 and 527 

initial biomass in 1901 among the nine DGVMs of the Trends in Net Land-Atmosphere Exchange 528 

(TRENDY-v2) project (http://dgvm.ceh.ac.uk/node/9) (shown in Fig. S8). They further used these 529 

relationships to obtain an observation-constrained ELUC (horizontal orange line in Fig. S8) for 1901–2012 530 

that are independent of DGVMs, by reconstructing an initial biomass carbon stock in 1901(vertical green 531 

line in Fig. S8) based on contemporary satellite observations of global biomass distribution. As is shown 532 

in Fig. S8, carbon stocks are indeed underestimated in our model for a few regions and the globe, 533 

compared to the satellite-based reconstructions of 1901 biomass in Li et al. (2017). We derive a biomass-534 

corrected cumulative ELUC for each region and the globe for 1901-2005, by using the relationships 535 

between cumulative ELUC and initial 1901 biomass among different DGVMs, as shown in Fig. S8. The 536 

biomass-corrected cumulative ELUC for 1501–2005 and 1850–2005 are further derived, by assuming the 537 

same ratio between biomass-corrected and original cumulative ELUC for these two periods against that of 538 

1901–2005. The original and biomass-corrected cumulative ELUC for 1501–2005, 1850–2005 and 1901–539 

2005 and the correction ratios for each region and the globe are summarized in Table S2.  540 

 541 

The biomass-corrected global cumulative ELUC for 1850–2005 are 174–207 Pg C for the Sageless 542 

simulation, and 161–194 Pg C for the Sage simulation (Table S1). These are in closer agreement with the 543 
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median value of previous studies (210 Pg C). In addition, the magnitude of historical LUC activities 544 

actually included in our simulation is lower than that prescribed in the original LUH1 data set, as an 545 

inevitable result from the reconciliation between LUH1 data set and the used ESA CCI 2005 PFT map 546 

(Fig. S2). Almost 30% of transitions from natural land to pasture, and 15% of transitions from natural 547 

land to croplands as a result of net land use change were omitted when implementing the LUH1 data set 548 

in our model. About 15% of the transitions between secondary land and pasture as land turnover were 549 

omitted as well. If these omitted transitions were taken into account, estimated cumulative ELUC would 550 

have been even larger.  551 

 552 

4.3 Land use and management processes in DGVMs in relation to forest demography 553 

Forest demography is an important factor in determining forest carbon dynamics at both stand and 554 

regional scales (Amiro et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2011). Natural disturbances (such as fire, wind and insect) 555 

and land use change including land management are two primary factors creating spatial heterogeneity in 556 

forest age. As more and more forests are now under human management with differed intensities (Erb et 557 

al., 2017; Luyssaert et al., 2014), sub-grid forest demography should be incorporated in DGVMs to 558 

account for the management consequences. Furthermore, when making more accurate (and detailed) 559 

account of regional carbon balances linked with land use change, other land cover types than forests 560 

should be distinguished into different cohorts as well, because the presence of many nonlinear processes 561 

(e.g., soil carbon decomposition) makes the simple averaging scheme as in the case where they’re 562 

represented with a single patch within the model a sub-optimal choice. This new model structure, to have 563 

more than one cohort for the same land cover within a grid cell, as is partly explored by Shevliakova et al. 564 

(2009) as well in a dynamic land model LM3V less complex than ORCHIDEE-MICT-GLUC, will have 565 

impact on simulated biogeochemical and biophysical processes, as partly demonstrated here. 566 

 567 

However, despite these improvements in model structure, it remains a big challenge to “seamlessly” 568 

integrate land use change forcing data into the model. The fundamental reason is that historical transitions 569 

of land use change are not reconstructed in a way being internally consistent with DGVMs. The system to 570 

build historical LUC transitions (so-called LUC model) and DGVMs may use different land cover types 571 

so that conciliating the two land cover maps is inevitable. This will lead to loss of information in 572 

incorporating forcing data into the model, as is pointed out also by Stocker et al. (2014). Second, 573 

simulated forest biomass density might be different as well, so that the same amount of harvested wood 574 

volume will translate into different forest areas in the LUC model and DGVMs. Recently progresses have 575 

been made in DGVMs to represent forest stand structure and detailed management options (Naudts et al., 576 

2015), so that wood volume information can be used directly as a forcing in the model to drive forestry 577 
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decisions. Third, LUC model uses assumptions on rotation lengths of shifting cultivation or forest 578 

management, and information generated there might not be consistent with forest age distribution in 579 

DGVMs, as is the case in our study. 580 

 581 

To remove these obstacles and allow a more comprehensive integration of land use change information 582 

into DGVMs, one possible route is to further develop DGVMs to partly embed functions of LUC models. 583 

This will allow DGVMs to be used in an “inversed” manner than its current way of utilization. For 584 

example, food demand could be used as an input, so that dynamical decisions could be made within the 585 

model on how many croplands need to be created given the simulated crop yield by the crop module 586 

inside the DGVM. The same case also applies on pasture. Grassland management modules within 587 

DGVMs could generate information on meat and milk production etc., and this information could be used 588 

to inverse the meat and mild demand into demanded pasture areas (Chang et al., 2016). Harvested wood 589 

for a certain product usage might need wood with a specific diameter range, corresponding to a certain 590 

forest age class given their simulated growth state, allowing the determination of both ages and areas of 591 

forests to be harvested. 592 

 593 

5 Conclusions 594 

In this study, we investigated the impacts on estimated historical gross land use change emissions by 595 

accounting for sub-grid secondary land cohorts in a dynamic global vegetation model. The model 596 

employed here is capable of representing the rotation processes in land use and land management that 597 

mainly involve secondary forests, such as shifting cultivation and forest wood harvest. Intermediately-598 

aged secondary forests are given a high priority when forest clearing occurs in either shifting cultivation 599 

or wood harvest, complemented by older forests if young ones are insufficient to meet the prescribed land 600 

use transition. For the land use transition that entails a net change in the land cover, clearing of forests 601 

start exclusively from mature forests and move sequentially to younger forests when older ones are used 602 

up. This set of rules becomes indispensible when incorporating sub-grid secondary land cohorts and 603 

external land use transition forcing data in the model. As such, the simulated portfolio of secondary land 604 

cohorts within the model is driven by a reconstruction of historical gross land use change.  605 

 606 

We found that over 1501-2005, accounting for sub-grid secondary land cohorts yields lower land use 607 

change emissions than not, which is dominated by lower emissions from shifting cultivation. This is 608 

because secondary forests with a lower biomass are allowed being cleared, instead of the mature forests 609 

with a high biomass as in the traditional approach to representing forest with a single sub-tile in the model. 610 

Obviously, our conclusion and the extent to which emissions from shifting cultivation can be down-611 
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estimated are closely linked with the priority rules regarding which land cohorts to target in land use 612 

change, as described above. Nevertheless, we point out that emissions from gross land use change, which 613 

were formerly ignored in modeling studies focusing on net transitions only, might have been 614 

overestimated if the sub-grid secondary forests are not accounted for. This will lead to a lower-than-615 

assumed so-called residual land CO2 sink on undisturbed land, which is inferred from the net balance of 616 

emissions from fossil fuel and land use change, and CO2 sinks in the atmosphere and ocean.  617 

 618 

 619 

 620 
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Tables and figures 809 

Table 1 Factorial simulations to quantify ELUC from each of the LUC processes considered: net land use 810 

change (ELUC net), land turnover (ELUC turnover) and wood harvest (ELUC harvest), with ELUC all being carbon 811 

emissions from all the three processes. The plus sign (“+”) indicate that the process in question is 812 

included, with S0ageless (S0age) having no LUC activities to S3ageless (S3age) including all LUC processes. 813 

ELUC is quantified as the difference in net biome production (NBP) between simulations without and with 814 

LUC. 815 

Simulations and LUC processes included 

Simulations Net land use change Land turnover Wood harvest 

S0ageless (S0age)    

S1ageless (S1age) +   

S2ageless (S2age) + +  

S3ageless (S3age) + + + 

Calculation of ELUC 

No age dynamics (Sageless) With age dynamics (Sage) 

ELUC  net, ageless = NBPS0, ageless - NBPS1, ageless ELUC net, age = NBPS0, age - NBPS1, age 

ELUC turnover, ageless = NBPS1, ageless - NBPS2, ageless ELUC turnover, age = NBPS1, age - NBPS2, age 

ELUC harvest, ageless = NBPS2, ageless - NBPS3, ageless ELUC harvest, age = NBPS2, age – NBPS3, age 

ELUC all, ageless = NBPS0, ageless - NBPS3, ageless ELUC all, age = NBPS0, age – NBPS3, age 

 816 

 817 

 818 

 819 

 820 

  821 
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Table 2 Determination of woody biomass thresholds for different age classes of forest PFTs. The 822 

thresholds of woody biomass for the first three age classes are determined by looking up via the biomass-823 

age curve (Eq. 2), the ratio of woody biomass to the maximum biomass (Bmax) that correspond to certain 824 

ages (years), followed by multiplying this ratio with equilibrium biomass (Bmax) at each grid cell. 825 

Numbers within parentheses indicate the ratio of woody biomass to the maximum woody biomass (Bmax 826 

in Eq. 2). 827 

 Tropical forest (PFT 2, 3) Temperate forest (PFT 3, 4, 5) Boreal forest (PFT 6, 7, 8) 

Age1 3 year (0.1) 3 year (0.07) 3 year (0.04) 

Age2 9 year (0.26) 10 year (0.22) 15 year (0.19) 

Age3 15 year (0.39) 20 year (0.40) 30 year (0.34) 

Age4 0.6 × Bmax 

Age5 0.8 × Bmax 

Age6 1.2 × Bmax 

 828 

Table 3 Carbon emissions from gross and net land use transitions, contributions of gross transitions to the 829 

total emissions from different studies, adapted from Hansis et al. (2015). 830 

 831 
 832 

 833 
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 835 
Fig.  1 Global cumulative land use change carbon missions for 1501–2005.  836 

 837 

 838 

 839 

 840 
Fig. 2 Annual carbon emissions from historical land use change over the globe by our studies and from 841 

other previous studies. Results of this study are smoothed using a ten-year average moving window; data 842 

of other studies are from Figure 5 Hansis et al (2015) and are smoothed using a five-year moving average 843 

window. 844 

 845 
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 846 
Fig. 3 Upper panels: annual carbon emissions since 1501 from different LUC processes, (a) net land use 847 

change, (b) land turnover and (c) wood harvest. Data are smoothed using a ten-year average moving 848 

window. Lower panels: annual time series of areas impacted by different LUC processes. (d) Area losses 849 

of forest, grassland, cropland and pasture as a result of net land use change. Note that we assume equal 850 

contributions by forest and grassland to agricultural land when backcasting historical land cover maps and 851 

net land use transitions, thus area losses of forest and grassland are identical. (e) Areas subject to land 852 

turnover. (f) Areas of wood harvest from primary and secondary forests.  853 

 854 

 855 
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 856 
Fig. 4 (a)-(c): Spatial distribution of ELUC from different LUC processes by the simulation without sub-857 

grid age dynamics for 1501-2005 in unit of kg C m-2, for (a) net land use change, (b) land turnover and (c) 858 

wood harvest. Subplots (d)–(e) show the age effect as the difference between ELUC age and ELUC ageless for 859 

each LUC process, with positive (negative) values indicating higher (lower) ELUC by the Sage simulation. 860 

(g) Cumulative forest loss as a result of net land use change for 1501–2005 as a percentage of grid cell 861 

area. (h) Mean annual grid cell percentage impacted by land turnover over1501–2005. (i) Mean annual 862 

grid cell percentage impacted by wood harvest (i.e., sum of wood harvest on primary and secondary 863 

forests) over 1501–2005. 864 

 865 

 866 

 867 
Fig. 5 (a)-(h) Temporal pattern of regional land use change emissions in comparison with those from 868 

Stocker et al. (2014). Thicker solid lines indicate smoothed annual emissions by ten-year moving average 869 
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from our study, with blue (green) showing emissions from Sageless (Sage) simulations. Thinner solid lines 870 

indicate unsmoothed annual emissions from our study. Gray dashed lines indicate estimations from 871 

Stocker et al. (2014), smoothed by ten-year moving average. Regional segregation of the globe is shown 872 

in the subplot (i). 873 

 874 

 875 

 876 

 877 
Fig. 6 Annual regional areas subject to land use change. Only land use change activities involving forests 878 

are assumed to have dominant impacts on land use change emissions and are thus shown here: forest loss 879 

(red line) and gain (blue line) from net land use change, occurring within the same region but not in the 880 

same model grid cell; forest in involved in land turnover (green line) and wood harvest (cyan line), where 881 

forested land remain a forest after land use change. Note that the scale of y-axis is the subplot (c) is 882 

different from the others. See Fig. 5 for the spatial extents of different regions. 883 
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